MEDAR MEDWELD 3005

The completion of the Medar Medweld 3005 test stand system is integrated into the Allen Bradley SLC500 PLC system and is used throughout the industry as a resistive weld control. The Medweld 3005 system is used as a single weld control (as pictured) or may run up 16 weld controls through the *Mednet Networking system. The system contains the following components:

* 917-004 MEDAR CPU
* 937-007 V1 HAND HELD TERMINAL (HHT)
* 6453-3M1 SCR FIRING CARD
* DEP100S DATA ENTRY PANEL (DEP)

The Medar Medweld may be found in assembly plants, body plants or anywhere resistive weld applications are used. The Allen Bradley SLC500 PLC components are repaired in the PLC department where the receive the full burn in test.